We present a comprehensive database of kinematic, photometric and positional information for 352 objects in the field of M87 (NGC 4486), the central giant elliptical galaxy in the Virgo cluster; the majority of the tracers are globular clusters associated with that galaxy. New kinematic information comes from multi-slit observations with the Multi-Object Spectrograph (MOS) of the Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope (CFHT), an investigation which has added 96 new velocities to and confirmed many of the earlier values in a pre-existing dataset of 256 velocities published elsewhere. The photometry, consisting of magnitudes and colors in the Washington (T 1 , C-T 1 ) system, is based on CCD observations made at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) and the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO). The composite database represents the largest compilation of pure Population II dynamical tracers yet identified in any external galaxy; moreover, it extends to larger spatial scales than have earlier investigations. The inclusion of photometric information allows independent study of the distinct red and blue sub-populations of the bimodal GCS of M87. In a companion paper (Côté et al. 2001) , we use this powerful dataset to analyse the present dynamical state of the M87 globular cluster system, and consider the question of its interaction and formation history.
INTRODUCTION
The use of globular clusters as dynamical tracers of galaxy halos, both within and outside the Milky Way, has a long and important history. Their importance transcends that of mere descriptors of the present mass distribution and dynamical state of the parent galaxy: their extreme ages and ranges of chemical composition, and the evident correlations between these attributes and cluster position and kinematics, make them powerful fossil tracers of the formation and interaction history of galaxies. The concept of a monolithic galaxy formation process (Eggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage 1962) , with attendant dissipation and chemical enrichment, has been supplanted in recent years through the recognition of evidently more complex histories. The discovery of bimodal color distributions in the globular cluster systems (GCSs) of many elliptical galaxies, for instance, has invigorated theoretical investigations into the importance of (inter alia) merger events (Ashman & Zepf 1992) , multi-modal star formation histories (Harris, Harris & McLaughlin 1998) and hierarchical growth (Côté, Marzke & West 1998) in the galaxy formation process. These issues are explored in more depth in our companion paper (Côté et al. 2001 ).
The promise of spectroscopic studies of GCSs is nowhere more evident than in external galaxies, within which globular clusters may serve as luminous dynamical test particles at galactocentric radii where the halo surface brightness is impractically faint. Moreover, they are sufficiently numerous that reasonably robust statistical analyses can be carried out, 1 at least in principle. Until recently, however, heroic efforts were required to establish even limited datasets: the elliptical galaxies known to possess large GCSs (Hanes 1977 ) typically lie at Virgo-like distances, and spectroscopic investigations of their faint (V≥ 19 mag) globular clusters were at the limits of the available instrumentation; see for instance Mould et al. (1990) .
The development of multi-spectroscopic instruments, such as the MOS at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, has made feasible studies once beyond the grasp of 4-metre class telescopes: these instruments provide not just a considerable multiplex advantage, but also the benefits of highly efficient optical throughputs at superb observing sites. Such considerations motivated the extensive studies reported in Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) and Cohen (2000) , who investigated the M87 GCS using the LRIS multi-slit spectroscopic instrument at the Keck Telescope. The data provided therein have been variously interpreted (Cohen and Ryzhov 1997; Kissler-Patig and Gebhardt 1998; Cohen, Ryzhov and Blakeslee 1998) , but suffer both from the somewhat limited spatial coverage and a lack of color information which would allow independent analyses of the GCS sub-populations. In the present paper, we report the results of observations carried out at the CFHT, one in which we have been able to extend the spatial coverage, amplify the dataset by some 40% in total size, and provide the photometric information which will permit the comprehensive analysis reported in Côté et al. (2001) .
TARGET IDENTIFICATION AND PHOTOMETRY
The globular cluster system associated with M87 has been the subject of a number of photometric investigations. In several of these (Hanes 1977; Strom et al. 1981; Harris 1986; McLaughlin, Harris and Hanes 1994; Geisler, Lee and Kim 2001 ) the emphasis has been upon the determination and analysis of the global photometric properties, cluster luminosity function, or spatial distribution of the system. Recent HST studies (e.g., Whitmore et al. 1995; Elson and Santiago 1996; Kundu et al. 1999 ) have mainly focussed on the central properties of the M87 globular cluster system (GCS). For instance, from the V-I colors of roughly one thousand globular clusters in the center of M87, Whitmore et al. (1995) and Elson and Santiago (1996) were the first to present unambiguous evidence for a bimodal color distribution -a ubiquitous feature among giant elliptical galaxies, and one which has important implications for galaxy formation models.
Indeed, the principal aim of the present study is to create a database which permits a subsequent dynamical analysis of the system and its sub-components, whether selected by color or position, in analyses intended to address the question of M87's formation history (Côté et al. 2001) . Clearly, unambiguous target positions and precise multi-color photometry are necessary if this goal is to be realized. In this section, we describe the foundation on which we have built our final optimal dataset.
Strom et al (1981)
Strom et al. (1981) , hereinafter S81, analysed microdensitometer scans of a set of deep KPNO 4-metre prime focus plates in three colors (UBR); they identified 1728 candidate globular clusters associated with M87. In subsequent spectroscopic studies (Mould, Oke and Nemec 1987; Huchra and Brodie 1987; Mould et al. 1990; Cohen and Ryzhov 1997; Cohen, Blakeslee and Ryzhov 1998; Cohen 2000) , the practice has been to identify targets by their S81 numbers, a convention which we will continue where possible (but see Section 2.3).
The S81 tabulations, although extensive, are inconvenient in one respect. Their X and Y positional entries (which we will hereafter denote with the symbols SX and SY) are in units of arcseconds relative to a reference point near the SE plate corner; as a consequence, they lack an absolute astrometric calibration. To remedy this, we have carried out an astrometric calibration of the S81 tabulations: to an rms precision of about one arcsecond in each coordinate, the SX and SY coordinates tabulated by S81 are related to right ascension and declination according to:
R.A.(2000) = 12
h + 30 m + ((1187.7 − 0.0244SX − 1.0242SY )/15) s ,
δ(2000) = 12 o + (994.8 + 1.0007SX − 0.0249SY ) " .
The M87 galaxy center itself, which is located at RA = 12 h 30 m 49. 2000) , lies at (SX,SY) = (424,426) in the S81 system. The SY term in Equation 1 can be recognized as 1.000/cos(δ), with δ ∼ 12 o 23 ′ ; along with the SX term in Equation 2, this confirms the precise correctness of the plate scale adopted by S81. The small cross terms indicate that the S81 coordinates were slightly rotated (by ∼ 1.
• 4) relative to the cardinal directions on the sky. In Table 1 , we present a summary tabulation of the positional data for all the targets in the M87 field for which spectroscopically derived velocities are now known, whatever the source. (We postpone a discussion of the photometric and kinematic data in the table until Section 2.4 and Section 4.) In Table 1 , the first column represents the S81 running number, amended when necessary (or newly defined) for the reasons described in Section 2.3. Subsequent columns present the (SX,SY) coordinates (columns 2,3); the astrometrically-determined target right ascension and declination (columns 4-5); and the offsets with respect to the M87 nucleus, measured in seconds of arc positively to the East (column 6) and the North (column 7).
Geisler, Lee and Kim 2001
In Côté et al. (2001) , we analyse the dynamical behaviour of the red and blue sub-populations of the M87 globular cluster system. Such an analysis requires not just photometry of the several hundred dynamical tracers for which we now have velocities, but also a broader understanding of the separate surface density profiles of the two sub-populations. CCD photometry with the S81 photographic B photometry, using the transformation given in the text, equation (3). The symbols represent: objects with CFHT velocities but no others reported (filled circles); objects with velocities from CFHT and elsewhere (open triangles); objects unsuccessfully targeted at CFHT but with velocities from elsewhere (filled squares); objects unsuccessfully targeted at CFHT and with no published velocity (open diamonds); and objects not studied at CFHT but with published velocities from other studies (filled triangles).
Strom B (mag)
Unfortunately, the S81 photographic dataset is neither precise enough in its photographically-determined colors nor deep enough to define sufficiently large samples for this purpose. Indeed, many of the relatively bright spectroscopic targets themselves lack the precise colors necessary for their confident classification into the 'red' and 'blue' sub-populations. Moreover, there are occasional ambiguities in the target list; see Section 2.3.
The necessary information comes, however, from Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) , who have carried out deep photometry in the Washington photometric system in the field of M87. Their dataset was produced from direct CCD images taken at the prime focus of the KPNO 4-metre telescope. Using this extensive tabulation, we have cross-identified as many as possible of our spectroscopic targets and those previously studied by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) , Cohen (2000) , and Mould et al. (1990) , extracting the T 1 magnitudes and C-T 1 colors which are shown in our final composite tabulation (see Section 2.4). (It is important to note that the photometric data in the pre-publication tabulations provided by Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) may yet be subject to minor revisions of individual data points. We do not expect such revisions to materially affect any of the analysis described in Côté et al. (2001).) Even with the inclusion of the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) data, however, a number of our spectroscopic targets lacked essential color information, primarily because the direct images of Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) were slightly offset from the center of M87. As a consequence, a few dozen objects for which we obtained good spectra lay beyond the bounds of the photometric dataset. To make up for this deficiency, we acquired additional direct frames of the field at the prime focus of the CTIO 4-metre telescope in March 2000, using C and R filters in front of the CCD mosaic camera. Photometric calibration was accomplished through the study of objects common to both studies; in this way, the (R, C-R) magnitudes and colors were reliably reduced to the Washington (T 1 , C-T 1 ) system. In the end, we were able to determine the necessary colors and magnitudes for essentially all of the objects studied spectroscopically, with a few exceptions to be discussed later. At the relatively bright magnitude levels for objects for which we have reliable velocities, the photometric precision is typically ±0. m 02 or better in both T 1 and (C-T 1 ). As Geisler (1996) demonstrated, reliable transformations can be established from the Washington (T 1 , C-T 1 ) system to UBVRI with an rms scatter of about 0.05 mag in photoelectric determinations. In Figure 1 , we compare the B photographic photometry tabulated by S81 to that derived from the CCD (T 1 , C-T 1 ) study, with the datapoints restricted to those for which there is absolutely no ambiguity about target identification (see Section 2.3). A straightforward least-squares analysis yields a best-fit given by:
Although the leading coefficient reveals that there is a small scale error in the photographic photometry, the tightness of the relationship (about which there is an rms scatter of ∼ 0.1 mag) is a testament to the quality of the photographic photometry presented by S81. (The various symbols are explained in the figure caption.) Almost without exception, the filled triangles which lie above the mean relationship represent targets which are projected against the central parts of M87, where the background is both bright and rapidly spatially variable.
A Revised Numbering Scheme
Extensions to the S81 numbering scheme were introduced by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) and Cohen (2000) to permit the inclusion of targets not appearing in the original photographic study. We need now to further extend the S81 numbering scheme, for two reasons. The first is that the study reported here extends to spatial scales beyond those of S81. But we have also discovered, through close inspection of our direct frames, that some of the S81 identifications do not correspond to unique targets. The tabulated coordinates for Strom 978, for instance, point to a location in the middle of a very close triplet of objects, apparently merged in the S81 photographic analysis.
Our objective is to provide a definitive database for subsequent analysis. For absolute clarity, therefore, we have amended the numbering scheme in ways which accommodate new objects, reflect the status of ambiguous targets, and indicate the availability and reliability of the necessary photometry. In Table 2 , we present a succinct target-by-target summary of the considerations which motivate the amendments.
For all objects with published velocities, we now adopt a set of identification numbers which adhere to the following conventions:
Targets numbered below 2000 (289 of them): are those which retain their original S81 numbers to indicate that they are unambiguously identified and that we have good photometry in the (T 1 ,C-T 1 ) system.
Targets numbered in the low 5000s (7 of them): were introduced by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) to represent objects not found in S81 (typically because they were rather close to the galaxy center and thus projected onto a bright background). Velocities were reported for seventeen such objects, although the target numbers ranged from 5001 to 5028; presumably the missing ones refer to slitlet positions which yielded no useful spectra. In Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) , the positions of these objects were given in terms of EW and NS offsets relative to Strom 928.
We have found an unambiguous and precise (≤ 0. ′′ 3) coordinate transformation which maps nine of these objects, along with Strom 928 itself, into bright targets in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) photometric database, and are completely confident of their identifications. Of these nine objects, seven retain the identification numbers introduced by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) to reflect this complete knowledge.
Two of the identification numbers, 5024 and 5026, are redundant. It appears that the duplication of a couple of slit positions passed unnoticed in the analysis of the masks used at the telescope by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) . Our astrometric analysis reveals that object 5026 corresponds to Strom 978 in Table 3 of Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) , while object 5024 corresponds to the entry immediately following Strom 978, an unnumbered object described in a footnote as lying 6.
′′ 6 to the East. This interpretation is confirmed by the good agreement in the velocities: Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) report v = 1076 and 1141 km/sec for objects 5024 and the unnamed target; meanwhile, they find v = 1990 and 1878 km/sec for objects 5026 and 978. For each pair, the measurements agree to well within the combined measurement errors estimated by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) , and we adopt unweighted average values in our final tabulation. The redundancy is complicated by the fact that the targets lie at the notional position of object 978, which is itself a close triplet of unresolved objects. (Indeed, Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) discovered the extra spectrum of their unnamed object serendipitously on the slit positioned on the other target.) We resolve the redundancy and reflect the ambiguity by renaming these objects as numbers 8005 (=5026/978) and 8006 (=5024/unnamed), a choice explained below.
Targets numbered in the upper 5000s (8 of them): represent the remaining "5000-series" targets introduced by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) , those for which we could find no counterpart in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) data (although they appear on our direct images). All but one of these lie considerably closer to the galaxy center, and thus on much brighter backgrounds, than do those for which we have made secure identifications. To reflect the lack of photometric information, we renumber them in the upper 5000s through the simple expedient of adding 50 to the numbers used by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) . Although such targets can be used in undifferentiated analyses of the global dynamical state of the cluster system, they can of course not be assigned to one of the cluster sub-populations until new photometry is secured.
Targets numbered in the 6000s (2 of them): represent two new objects presented by Cohen (2000) , with positions expressed in terms of offsets relative to Strom 176. Again we find secure identifications in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) photometric dataset, and simply retain the numbers introduced by Cohen (2000) .
Targets numbered in the 7000s (28 of them): represent, in a logical extension of the numbering scheme introduced by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) and Cohen (2000) , objects not appearing in the S81 tabulation but for which we have good photometry and reliable CFHT MOS velocities and positions. The inclusion of such objects stems from the fact that our mosaic of spectroscopic target fields extended beyond the boundaries of the S81 study.
Targets numbered from 8001 to 8008 (8 of them): represent objects which are found in the S81 dataset, but close inspection of which reveals that there are potential ambiguities in identification. Typically, such objects consist of small clumps of several unresolved sources which the S81 tabulations do not distinguish. Inspection of the MOS mask reveals which component was the precise spectroscopic target, and they are likewise cleanly resolved in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) photometry. Such targets, therefore, can be used without qualm in the ensemble dataset.
Targets numbered from 8051 to 8056 (6 of them): represent objects which are also ambiguous in the S81 dataset but for which we can still confidently assign a photometric classification into the 'blue' or 'red' sub-population. For instance, Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) report a velocity for Strom 827 but did not record that the (SX,SY) coordinates in fact point to a close pair of unresolved objects. Without reference to the LRIS masks, we cannot know which of them was the spectroscopic target, but the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) photometry yields the information that both components are clearly red (according to the criterion adopted in Côté et al. (2001) ). Except for a very small uncertainty in the precise position, therefore, such targets can be used with confidence in the multi-color dynamical analysis described in the companion paper Côté et al. (2001) .
Targets numbered in the low 9000s (2 of them): represent objects which are ambiguous in the S81 data set and for which we are unable to carry out a photometric classification. By contrast to the objects in the 'high-8000' series, these are typically double targets unresolved by S81 for which Keck velocities are reported by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) or Cohen (2000) but for which there is a red and a blue component. Again, lacking access to the LRIS masks we are unable to determine which component provided the spectrum. Such tracers can be used in a global dynamical analysis (modulo a very small positional ambiguity) but cannot be use in the treatments of sub-populations identified by color.
Targets numbered in the high 9000s (3 of them): have no reliable photometry. One of these, number 9052, formerly Strom 868, is lost in an apparent cosmic ray event in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) database; another, number 9051, is easily seen in our CFHT direct frames but not found in the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) tabulations. The third object, number 9053 (formerly Strom 881), lay outside the Geisler, Lee and Kim (2001) study, but unfortunately fell too near the edge of the additional direct frames acquired at CTIO for reliable photometry. Again, the velocities make these targets useful for a global analysis but not in any treatment which entails a split into sub-populations defined by color.
The Final Dataset: Photometry and Kinematics
In Table 1 , in addition to the astrometric data, we present the composite photometric and kinematic dataset for all objects for which velocities are now known (but defer a discussion of the velocity determinations until the next section). Successive columns provide the magnitudes and colors in the Washington T 1 , (C-T 1 ) system (columns 8,9); the new CFHT MOS-based velocities and their associated formal uncertainties (column 10); and previously published velocities from studies at the Keck telescope (K00 = Cohen (2000); K97 = Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) ) and elsewhere (M90 = Mould et al. (1990)) (columns 11-13).
CFHT MOS SPECTROSCOPY

Instrumentation and Methodology
We used the MOS (Multi-Object Spectrograph) on five dark nights (May 17-22 1996) at the f/8 Cassegrain focus of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). (An earlier scheduled run, in March 1995, was lost completely to a combination of island-wide power outages and bad weather.) The MOS instrument has been well described elsewhere (Le Fevre et al. 1994) ; in direct imaging mode, it consists of an f/8-f/2.75 focal-reducer which is used to reimage the Cassegrain field through transfer optics onto a 2048x2048 CCD.
The STIS2 CCD which is used with MOS has 21 micron square pixels, yielding an image scale of 0.44 arcsec per pixel and full-field coverage of 15 x 15 arcmin, although the MOS optics and mask holders introduce a vignetting which reduces this to an effective size of about 9.5 arcmin square in direct imaging mode. (See Table 3 for a brief summary of these and other important points.) Once acquired, the direct images are used in the design of masks containing slitlets overlying the desired spectroscopic targets. The entire process of designing, laser-cutting and inserting a mask into the four-position mask slide, and then aligning it to the target field, takes typically about an hour and a half.
Early on the first night of our run, we had difficulty in securing well-focussed images for mask design because of problems with the auto-focus software. Because of the less than optimal scheduling of the run (in late May), this meant that our principal field had set on Night 1 before we had designed, cut, and mounted the first masks. Thereafter, the operation ran smoothly, except that on Night 4 one of our masks was accidentally inserted into the holder slightly askew. The targets on only about half of the field lay on the slitlets, but still provided useful spectra; for the last night's observations, we cut and mounted a new mask.
In designing the masks, we identified our targets first with reference to the V band data of McLaughlin, Harris and Hanes (1994) ; in more distant regions of the GCS, where no published CCD photometry exists, targets were selected solely on the basis of having a starlike appearance. Thanks to the unavailability of color information, our selection of targets necessarily included some which were unlikely to be globular clusters. (Indeed, the objects of extreme red color typically turn out to have M-dwarf spectra, as Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) also noted.) The value of having a pre-existing photometric dataset in multiplex investigations of this sort can scarcely be overstated. We will return to this point in our discussion of our attained efficiency.
For the dispersing element, we employed the B400 grism, which has a nominal dispersion of 3.6Å per 21-micron pixel and a zero-deviation wavelength of 5186Å, but inserted a pre-filter with a throughput from 4400Å to 5700Å. This strategy allowed us to include extra targets in the CCD field without overlapping any spectra. (Our most crowded field, for instance, had 104 slitlets.) In general, slitlets were designed to a length of eight to ten arcsec and were centrally placed on the targets; the local sky was thus well sampled on ∼ 5 − 6 arcsec scales spanning most of the objects. Here and there, a number of somewhat shorter slitlets were used to allow the inclusion of additional targets.
In Figure 2 , we present a montage of spectra for several objects: (a) the metal-poor Galactic globular cluster NGC 6205 ( 
Instrument Characterization and Calibration
The observing procedures were standard. In brief: Approximately two dozen full bias frames were taken at various stages in the run. Halogen (continuum) lamps were used to illuminate the masks and were imaged both with and without the grism in place-the latter to provide an unambiguous identification between any slit and its intended target in the direct image of the galaxy field, and the former to allow the tracing of any geometric (principally pincushion) distortion in the MOS optics. These continuum lamp images also permit the determination of the uniformity of the slit width along its length (the slit function).
Helium and neon emission lamps were used to provide wavelength calibration for the spectra acquired. Wavelengthcalibration frames were taken frequently, and always before any movement of the telescope to a new target or change in position of the MOS mask holder. During data reduction, the prominent night-sky line at ∼ 5577Å was monitored as an external check on our wavelength calibration; its position was consistently as expected, typically to better than one-tenth of a pixel.
At opportune moments during the observing run, we acquired ten dark frames. These frames took on an unforeseen importance when we discovered that the MOS detector was registering a diffuse light leak from an unknown source within the instrument rack. Unfortunately, for the first three nights of the run this problem resisted a simple solution. Although the light leak displayed a degree of frame-to-frame variability, both in amplitude and in exact profile, subtracting an interactively scaled version of the average dark frame compensated fairly well for the contaminating light, leaving only small residual gradients. As will be shown, there are no indications of problems introduced as a result of this process: when we intercompare our velocities to those from independent studies, we find very good agreement. We are confident, therefore, that the our handling of the unwanted scattered light has introduced no significant systematic errors.
Inevitably, though, the subtraction of the unwanted light led to a degradation in the final spectroscopic signal-to-noise ratio in the affected fields. The effect of this is shown in Figure 3 , in which we contrast the efficiencies of our velocity determinations in frames secured with (panel (a)) and without (panel (b)) the light leak. In the figure, filled symbols represent targets for which reliable velocities were determined; open symbols represent targets for which no good velocity could be derived. (The differently shaped symbols represent the different pointings of the telescope.) In dark conditions, the attained efficiency was almost exactly 50%; in the presence of the light leak, this was dramatically reduced (to about 30%), with an obvious loss of limiting magnitude. The figure also demonstrates that there are also some rather bright targets for which we failed to determine good velocities. In many cases, this is because of the very poor template mismatch between our calibrating spectrum (the globular cluster composite) and that of the target (often a recognizable M-star spectrum).
Velocity Templates
Spectra were acquired for radial velocity standard stars of appropriate spectral type (G8III, K2III) and for a number of Galactic globular clusters (NGCs 6171, 6205, 6356, 6402, 6528, 6624) spanning a range of metallicities. For the globulars, the telescope was made to nod slowly during the integration in order to sweep a single long slit across the face of the C-T1 (mag) target; after wavelength calibration and geometrical distortion corrections, the data were then further summed along the central parts of the slit to produce a final integrated spectrum. The extreme ends of the slit were used to determine the contribution attributable to sky light.
In Table 4 , we summarize the important properties of the Galactic globular clusters observed as radial velocity templates. Experimentation revealed that considerably more reliable velocities resulted from their use (when cross-correlated one with another) than could be obtained when the bright standard stars were used as velocity standards. We attribute this to two factors: first, the Galactic globular clusters fill the slit uniformly, whereas the necessarily brief integrations on the very bright radial velocity stars may introduce systematic offsets if the stars lie slightly off the precise slit center. Secondly, the clusters have composite spectra, and are presumably better templates for one another -and, by extension, for the target clusters in M87 -than spectra of individual stars.
For these reasons, we elected to use only the Galactic globular clusters as velocity references. For each of them, an excellent high-signal-to-noise spectrum was reduced to the rest frame, and the spectra were then normalized and added to provide a standard spectrum with composite features spanning the range of likely globular cluster compositions. The cross-correlation analysis followed conventional practice; see Section 3.5.
The M87 Mosaic
With the objective of studying the M87 GCS to large galactocentric distances, we secured a mosiac of five direct images on the first night: one central pointing; and four more offset radially by about 5.4 arcmin in each of the NE, NW, SE, and SW directions (520 pixels, or 3.84 arcmin, along each of the cardinal directions). Given the field size of the MOS detector, this allowed overlap strips within which a number of targets were repeated; see Section 3.6. Moreover, the populous central field was visited twice, using two different masks but with several of the targets repeated. Unfortunately, time lost to bad weather and occasional technical problems prevented us carrying out any spectroscopic observations in the NE quadrant on any of the scheduled nights, but the other parts of the mosaic were well sampled. In Table 5 , we present a summary description of the spectroscopic integrations carried out on the fields in our M87 mosaic.
Spectroscopic Data Reduction
The data reduction was carried out almost entirely within the well-known suite of IRAF 17 common-user software. The process was straightforward but necessarily quite interactive, with the following principal stages:
Every frame was preprocessed in the usual way. The overclocked regions were evaluated and subtracted; the median bias was removed; and an appropriately scaled 'dark' frame was subtracted if necessary. Cosmic ray events were removed through a combination of the IRAF COSMICRAY task and special interactive software written expressly for the purpose.
Individual spectra were identified in the data frames with reference to the corresponding direct images of the target 17 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract to the National Science Foundation. fields and the illuminated masks. In the dispersed images, the typical slit length projected to less than 30 pixels (13 ′′ ), with the spectra stretching about 300 pixels in the sense of the dispersion. Matched sub-frames of 40x320 pixels were removed from the spectroscopic frame, the emission lamp frame(s), and the dispersed halogen lamp (continuum) frame.
For each triad of such frames, the continuum spectrum was examined to see if any geometrical transformation was needed (typically a small rotation) to remove the effects of pincushion distortion. When necessary, this correction was applied to all three of the excised sub-frames to straighten the spectra.
The continuum spectrum was collapsed spectrally over the regions of highest signal to yield a high-precision estimate of the slit function. This was required for several of the spectra because of an occasional raggedness in the laser cutting of slitlets, a problem which has since been largely solved at the CFHT with the introduction of an auto-focus feature in the mask-cutting machinery. For the vast majority of the spectra, however, the data needed at most a modest correction for the slit function.
The remaining steps in the reduction were conventional: the definition of the location of the star along the slit; the determination of the level of and gradient in the sky (background) light; the wavelength calibration with reference to the corresponding arc frames; and so on. Optimal weighting was used in the sky subtraction, and the final sky-subtracted target spectra were put onto linear wavelength scales, preserving the original spectral resolution.
The final velocities and their respective uncertainties were determined by use of the IRAF FXCOR package, and were derived independently by two of us to allow separate assessments of the strength and significance of the derived crosscorrelation peaks and the influence of residual cosmic ray traces and the like. Any objects which yielded significantly different velocities under these two treatments were given especially careful scrutiny; a few were rejected as untrustworthy. The median uncertainty of our CFHT/MOS velocities for the 109 confirmed globular clusters in our sample (see Paper II) is 103 ± 20 km s −1 .
The Velocity Precision Attained: Internal Comparisons
Before comparing our derived velocities to those available from other studies, we carry out an intercomparison of those objects for which we derived reliable velocities from more than one mask. Unfortunately, there are not as many such targets as we had planned, thanks to the reduced success rates which we experienced on the masks afflicted by scattered light problems. Moreover, except for the repeated central pointings, the overlap regions were moderately close to the edges of the masks, in regions where slitlets were sometimes raggedly cut to such an extent that no useful spectrum could be derived even for a relatively bright object. In the last analysis, however, we have seven multiply-studied objects, with every mask represented at least once. Figure 4 shows the quality of the systematic agreement. It can be seen that the velocities agree to within the formal uncertainties, except for a single low-velocity object for which the deviation from the identity line is still less than twice the combined errors. This intercomparison reassures us that there are no significant mask-to-mask zero-point or scale differences, and that our estimates of the formal uncertainties are realistic.
The Velocity Precision Attained: External Comparisons
Various studies (Huchra and Brodie 1987; Mould, Oke and Nemec 1987; Mould et al. 1990; Cohen and Ryzhov 1997; Cohen 2000) have reported velocities for the globular clusters associated with M87 (and inevitably for a number of the field stars and compact background galaxies in the field). The most comprehensive of these studies is that stemming from the use of LRIS at the Keck Telescope, the first tabulations of which appeared in Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) . These data were later augmented by the addition of five new datapoints (and two amendments) in Cohen, Blakeslee and Ryzhov (1998); another sixteen velocities (four of which repeat values from Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) ) appeared in Cohen (2000) . In total, these studies contribute 244 velocities for unresolved objects in the M87 field, so it is particularly important to test the systematic agreement of our own dataset with those measurements.
In Figure 5 , therefore, we present a comparison of MOS-derived velocities, plotted with explicit error bars, with those tabulated in Cohen (2000) (upper panel; 8 objects) and Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) (lower panel; 48 objects). In each case, the broken line represents the identity relationship. The best-fit least-squares line, shown in solid, is not significantly different from the line of unit slope in either case. In the lower panel in particular, the formal linear regression is given by v MOS = 0.96 (v K97 ) + 91 km sec −1 . In the upper panel, there is a suggestion of a zero-point offset between the MOS velocities and those reported by Cohen (2000) , in the sense that the MOS velocities are larger by ∼ 85 km sec −1 on average; interestingly, for four repeated objects, the velocities reported by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) are likewise numerically larger than those in Cohen (2000) , by 62 km/sec in the mean, suggesting that the zero-point in the Cohen (2000) study may have an offset of about this magnitude relative to the Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) frame.
Although of much lower precision, the velocities tabulated by Mould et al. (1990) represent the heroic efforts of various researchers Huchra and Brodie 1987; Mould, Oke and Nemec 1987) whose observations predated the advent of multiplex devices such as MOS and LRIS. Perhaps surprisingly, not all of the rather bright targets which they studied have been repeated in subsequent programs, and these data points, suitably weighted to reflect their imprecision, may yet provide some leverage in dynamical analyses. As is shown in the separate panels of Figure 6 , where the broken lines represent the identity relationship, there is moderately good systematic agreement between the velocities compiled in Mould et al. (1990) and those determined separately by Cohen and Ryzhov (1997) and in the present study. In the lower panel in particular, the formal regression solution is v MOS = 0.76 (v M90 ) + 280 km sec −1 ; it is shown as a solid line.
THE FINAL DATASET
In Figure 7 , we plot the spatial distribution of all objects for which velocities are now known in the M87 field, clearly distiguished to represent the source of the information. (In Côté et al. (2001) , we will of course restrict the dynamical analysis to just that [large] fraction of the sample which are bona fide globular clusters associated with M87.) As can be seen, the new MOS data are important not just insofar as they augment the database by some 40%, but also-and just as importantly-in that they extend the spatial coverage to larger galactocentric radii, a contribution which will be important in providing strong leverage in studies of the dynamical state of the globular cluster system of M87 (Côté et al. 2001) . Unfortunately, as the figure makes clear, there is a paucity of datapoints in the Northeast quadrant. Nevertheless, the combination of photometric information, sufficiently precise velocities, and sheer numbers of dynamical tracers will allow an analytic treatment of unprecedented significance in this important subject area.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comprehensive dataset which incorporates all known velocity tracers in the field of M87. The new observations described here have augmented the results of earlier studies by 40% in number (to a total of 352 objects) and have been shown to be in excellent systematic agreement with the earlier measurements. We have extended the spatial scale of the investigation to larger galactocentric radii than was formerly the case, and have also been able to provide precise CCD photometry in the Washington system for all but a few of the objects. Particular attention has been paid to the question of the unambiguous identification of all targets, the coordinates of which have moreover been put onto an absolute astrometric scale. In Côté et al. (2001) , we present a dynamical study of the GCS of M87 and describe the implications and inferences in the context of galaxy formation and interaction history. 
